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Physics Pile-Up
What is the minimum rate of collisions allowed?

assume the Maximum Bhabha pile-up acceptable is one per crossing

observable Bhabha cross-section is 40nb
and at L=1036 that corresponds to 40kHz

at that rate what else is in the detector with a hadronic event?

3.1 Factories and PEP-II 75

Table 3-1. Production cross-sections at . The cross-section is the effective

cross-section, expected within the experimental acceptance.

Cross-section (nb)

1.05

1.30

0.35

1.39

0.35

0.94

1.16

known properties and the beam-energy spread of the machine. Since the BABAR beam spread

is very close to being the same as it is for CLEO, we take the peak cross-section obtained in CLEO

and adjust for the slightly larger beam spread expected in BABAR. This yields a peak cross-section of

1.05 nb with an uncertainty of less than 0.1 nb (the BABAR TDR [2] used 1.15 nb for most analyses).

While in principle the cross-section can be calculated if the value of is known,

initial-state radiation assures that the value depends sensitively on the minimum value of center-

of-mass energy that is required in an analysis. Events with very hard radiated photons look more

like 2-photon processes than typical events. For most purposes in this book, it is only necessary

to know how to normalize the Monte Carlo samples that have been generated. In this case we use

the cross-section calculated from Jetset7.4 with the usual photon-energy cutoff of 0.99 ,

corresponding to a minimum center-of-mass energy of 1.06 GeV. This cross-section is found to be

3.39 nb.

3.1.2 Data Taking in the Continuum

It is intended to run PEP-II at the resonance, for the majority of its running. However,

off-resonance data are essential for all precision measurements of meson decays since Monte

Carlo simulations for decay backgrounds from the continuum are less reliable than their direct

determination from real data (the non- physics (charm, tau, . . . ) does not require any data

taking off the (4S) resonance since these data come simultanuously with events). For decays

with very little background, like with background/signal ratios a few %,

a very high fraction of data taking on the resonance gives the smallest error on the
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 ( 0.1 Hadronic events per crossing )
so 10% of Hadronic events have a second     or      
another 5% have a          or           
two-photon events and radiative Bhabhas?
problem will be fragments of other interactions

qq̄ BB
µ+µ− τ+τ−

Trigger and DAQ implications
L1 Trigger - not necessary, all events are read out
DAQ - needs to read out data at 100kHz level  (same in all 1036 scenarios)
!     Gregory’s talk at Hawaii ‘04 notes that 50Gbyte/sec switches already exist 



Detector Latency
Detector latency time is                        τDetector ∼ 2µsec

Match collision frequency to detector read-out time
no idle time between collisions
implies a 500KHz collision rate
match to damping time?

Implications of 500kHz collision rate
L1 Trigger needed to reduce rate by a factor of 10-100
digital buffering needed as delay for L1 trigger and
	 for trigger queue
DAQ data rates are the same in all 1036 schemes
Bhabha pile-up at the 10% level
	 multiple hadronic interactions in 1% of hadronic events

Trade-offs in a LCSBF 
physics pile-up ⇔ beam-related backgrounds



Physics Analysis Issues

Flavor Tagging

Recoil Analysis  (               )B+ → τ+ντ

Extra leptons from radiative Bhabha or mu-pairs
Extra Kaons from two-photon events
detailed study needed

now Beam-related backgrounds cause some inefficiency
interaction related backgrounds would replace those
inefficiency again depends on fraction of physics pile-up that cannot be removed

Rare B decays
extra background from pile-up of     and       interactions
detailed study needed 

qq̄ BB

Clean-up Algorithm - remove Bhabha pile-up


